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Existing methods for calibrating link fundamental diagrams (FDs) often focus on a limited number of links and use 
grouping strategies that are largely dependent on roadway physical attributes alone. In this study, we propose a big 
data-driven two-stage clustering framework to calibrate link FDs for freeway networks. The first stage captures, under 
normal traffic state, the variations of link FDs over multiple days based on which links are clustered in the second 
stage. Two methods, i.e. the standard k-means algorithm combined with hierarchical clustering and a modified 
hierarchical clustering based on the Fréchet distance, are applied in the first stage to obtain the FD parameter matrix 
for each link. The calibrated matrices are input into the second stage where the modified hierarchical clustering is re-
employed as a static approach resulting in multiple clusters of links. To further consider the variations of link FDs, 
the static approach is extended by modifying the similarity measure through the principle component analysis (PCA). 
The resulting multivariate time-series clustering models the distributions of the FD parameters as a dynamic approach. 
The proposed framework is applied on the Melbourne freeway network using one-year worth of loop detector data. 
Results have shown that (a) similar roadway physical attributes do not necessarily result in similar link FDs, (b) the 
connectivity-based approach performs better in clustering link FDs as compared with the centroid-based approach, 
and (c) the proposed framework helps achieving a better understanding of the spatial distribution of links with similar 
FDs and the associated variations and distributions of the FD parameters. 
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second concern, Wang et al. (2013) proposed a stochastic speed-density relationship as an extension to the well-
established deterministic one where a term representing randomness was added to reflect the variability of traffic flow 
characteristics. Nevertheless, despite several extensions made to the traditional calibration methods, little progress has 
been achieved for calibration of link FDs at the network level. 

 
           (a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 1.  Off-line calibration for a freeway section on Western Ring Road, Melbourne in April 2011: (a) fitted speed vs. observed speed; (b) the dual-
regime modified Greenshields traffic flow model. Source: Hou et al. (2013). 

Network-wide analysis of traffic data using different types of clustering techniques is well established in the 
literature. Clustering traffic data (a) helps to achieve a better understanding of the spatial distribution of traffic flow 
characteristics and provides traffic zone division with auxiliary decision support (Hu et al., 2011), (b) facilitates the 
representation of the network with limited storage in terms of traffic flow patterns (Banaei-Kashani et al., 2011), and 
(c) assists with time-dependent planning processes such as finding shortest paths (Kanoulas et al., 2006). The majority 
of the relevant literature, however, focused on using clustering techniques to categorize and analyze traffic conditions, 
either for flow pattern recognition (Weijermars and Van Berkum, 2005; Zheng et al., 2008; Banaei-Kashani et al., 
2011; Hu et al., 2011; Kim and Mahmassani, 2015; Mudigonda and Ozbay, 2015; Saeedmanesh and Geroliminis, 
2016) or for traffic state identification/prediction (Stutz and Runkler, 2002; Xia and Chen, 2007; Azimi and Zhang, 
2010; Xia et al., 2012; Celikoglu and Silgu, 2016). Though a few studies have been inspired recently where clustering 
techniques were incorporated into the calibration procedure (Sun and Zhou, 2005; Jiang and Huang, 2009; Jiang et 
al., 2012), the main purpose of clustering was to determine the breakdown points of traffic flow and hence, the methods 
themselves were only suited for section-level calibration. Furthermore, despite numerous studies applying clustering 
techniques to investigate the spatial distribution of traffic flow patterns, the majority used either speed or flow profiles 
alone as the major inputs. Limited research considers clustering link FDs where traffic flow bi-variables are utilized. 

1.2. Objectives and contributions 

The main objectives of this study are twofold: (a) to develop a big-data driven approach for clustering and 
calibration of link FDs for freeway networks, and (b) to achieve a better understanding of the spatial distribution of 
links with similar FDs and the distributions and variations of the FD parameters. A few limitations of the existing 
calibration methods are identified: (a) the majority of the methods focus on specific freeway sections rather than the 
network as a whole, (b) when such methods are extended for network-level analysis, grouping strategies (Chiu et al., 
2011) are typically employed that are largely dependent on roadway physical attributes alone, and (c) field data from 
only a short time period (e.g. a single day) are used resulting in the issue of “typical day” (Ozbay et al., 2014). It is a 
common practice to calibrate, using traffic data observed during a small time period, FDs for links with similar 
roadway physical attributes (e.g. mainline/weaving section/ramp by number of lanes and speed limit) without further 
internal differentiation, which may be considered a type of supervised machine learning unable to discover features 
in data by its own (Mohri et al., 2012). This limitation may lead to inaccurate calibration results and hence, motivates 
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1. Introduction 

Urban traffic management typically requires an understanding of traffic dynamics at the network level (Zheng et 
al., 2016), leading to extensive investigation into characterizing spatial and temporal travel patterns for network-level 
traffic flow analysis. To capture the spatial-temporal traffic dynamics in large-scale networks, simulation-based 
dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models are deployed which require, however, accurately calibrated demand and 
supply inputs. As one of the major supply inputs, link fundamental diagrams (FDs) relate primary traffic flow variables 
with one another. Fig. 1 gives an example of off-line calibration for the dual-regime modified Greenshields traffic 
flow model (Mahmassani et al., 2009) using loop detector data from a freeway section on Western Ring Road, 
Melbourne in April 2011. Since transportation network models are critical in understanding network-wide traffic flow 
dynamics over time and space, calibration of link FDs needs to further consider the spatial-temporal features of traffic 
flow for achieving a better simulation performance. Also with the growing availability of big traffic data from mobile 
and infrastructure-based sources, a unique opportunity exists to improve the existing calibration and validation 
methods (Ozbay et al., 2014). Despite the rapid growth in the size and number of traffic data sets, traditional traffic 
data management tools and mining algorithms have not been sufficiently exploited. Limited research progress has 
been made both theoretically (Fahad et al., 2014; Zerhari et al., 2015) and empirically (Mudigonda and Ozbay, 2014; 
Ozbay et al., 2014) to provide valuable insights into clustering big data for different applications. 

 
The majority of the existing research on FD calibration focuses on a limited number of links and involves grouping 

strategies assuming that similar roadway physical attributes lead to similar link FDs (refer to Section 1.1 for a 
comprehensive literature review). A few recent studies have explored a clustering-based framework for calibrating 
link FDs at either the section level (Jiang and Huang, 2009; Jiang et al., 2012) or the network level (Gu et al., 2016a, 
b). Nevertheless, as a supplementary approach to the traditional calibration methods, the big data-driven perspective 
has not been fully investigated at the network level particularly with regard to the spatial distribution of links with 
similar FDs and the associated variations and distributions of the FD parameters. Hence this study aims to address this 
concern and to extend the knowledge on FD calibration methods for freeway networks (refer to Section 1.2 for details 
of objectives and contributions). 

1.1. Related literature 

A vast body of literature has been devoted to the off-line calibration of link FDs for network simulation applications. 
Previous studies mainly focused on curve fitting using field data from a few number of days, either in normal situations 
(Del Castillo and Benitez, 1995; Smith et al., 1996; Leclercq, 2005) or under adverse weather conditions (Mahmassani 
et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2013). As a widely used technique for regression analysis, the least squares method (LSM) 
was typically employed to solve the curve fitting problem for dual- or multiple-regime traffic flow models (Dervisoglu 
et al., 2009; Li and Zhang, 2011). Because the LSM does not control for the sample selection bias, Qu et al. (2015) 
proposed a weighted least squares method (WLSM) for calibration of single-regime traffic flow models that better 
represents the congested regime. To improve network simulation applications, Chiu et al. (2010) further introduced 
the speed influencing region (SIR) for calibration of an anisotropic mesoscopic simulation (AMS) model. 

 
We identify two limitations in these studies: (a) a steady state analysis of aggregated traffic data was applied without 

considering traffic flow dynamics, and (b) link FDs were assumed deterministic rather than stochastic. To overcome 
the first limitation, Zhong et al. (2015) proposed an automatic calibration method where a bi-level optimization 
problem was formulated to address the issue of data variability. The upper level aimed to minimize a merit function, 
i.e. the discrepancy between simulated and observed data, while the lower level was a cell transmission model (CTM). 
The studied freeway section was separated into different cells for simulation and calibration rather than treated as a 
whole, suggesting that spatial heterogeneity of link FDs was considered within the proposed method. Similarly, a 
probabilistic graphical model (Muralidharan et al., 2011) was proposed to reflect the probabilistic distribution of the 
FD parameters in simulation, i.e. the FD parameters were considered variables rather than constants. To address the 
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Fig. 2. A flowchart representation of the proposed two-stage clustering framework. 

2.1. Data processing: parameter estimation 

One-year worth of archived freeway loop detector data at one-minute intervals from Melbourne, Australia were 
used in this study. Two primary traffic flow variables were obtained, i.e. speed and occupancy. Before data processing, 
we filtered out observations with (a) negative speed or speed higher than 150 kmph, (b) negative occupancy or 
occupancy higher than 100%, and (c) speed lower than 30 kmph and occupancy lower than 10%. To calibrate link 
FDs against field data, occupancy (the percentage of time the detection zone of a detector is occupied by vehicles) 
needs to be converted to density (the number of vehicles occupying a given amount of roadway space). In line with 
Hou et al. (2013), the following relationship between the two variables was used as in Cassidy and Coifman (1997), 

 � � 52.8
�� � �� � � (1) 

where � is the density (vehicles per mile per lane/vpmpl); �� and �� are the average lengths for vehicles and sensors, 
assumed to be 5 and 2 m respectively (approximately 16.4 and 6.5 ft); � is the occupancy (%). A prerequisite for using 
Eq. (1), however, is to know the distribution of the detected vehicle lengths for each link across the network (Leclercq, 
2005). Such information is not available through loop detectors and hence, an average vehicle length was assumed. 
Since insufficient data from the congested regime may lead to inaccurate calibration results, links with the majority 
of observations at the free-flow regime (i.e. the maximum density observed over multiple months not exceeding 50 
vpmpl or equivalently 31 vpkmpl) were filtered out during data processing, resulting in 239 links for subsequent 
calibration and clustering analysis. Traffic data recorded during weekends and midnights (from 11 pm to 5 am) were 
also excluded. 
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the need to explore more advanced big data-driven unsupervised machine learning where link FDs are clustered based 
on the observed traffic flow characteristics. 

 
To the best of our knowledge, few studies have considered clustering techniques to further differentiate between 

links with similar roadway physical attributes but with different FDs. An agglomerative hierarchical clustering based 
on k-means was proposed to calibrate speed-density relationships in a mesoscopic traffic simulator (Jiang and Huang, 
2009; Jiang et al., 2012). The method mainly focused on separating observed traffic data (training data sets) and using 
the locally weighted regression (LWR) for speed estimation. Saeedmanesh and Geroliminis (2016) recently developed 
a three-step clustering algorithm to investigate link flow patterns at the network level, but the main contribution was 
on network partitioning using link density or speed for perimeter control based on macroscopic fundamental diagram 
(MFD). The framework by Gu et al. (2016a, 2016b) sheds some light into the introduced problem but was constrained 
to steady state analysis. Therefore, this study further develops the calibration methods for link FDs from a network 
perspective, which is among the very first of its kind that will provide valuable insights to supplement and extend the 
traditional calibration methods. 

 
Building upon the existing studies, a two-stage clustering framework for calibrating link FDs for freeway networks 

is proposed. To capture the variations of link FDs over multiple days under normal traffic state, two methods are 
applied in the first stage using big traffic data from hundreds of sensors over multiple months across a large-scale 
freeway network, one being the standard k-means algorithm combined with hierarchical clustering and the other being 
a modified hierarchical clustering based on the Fréchet distance. The modified hierarchical clustering is re-employed 
in the second stage as a static approach to cluster links with similar FDs. A multivariate time-series clustering is also 
proposed as a dynamic approach by further taking into account the variations of link FDs. Therefore, the main 
contributions of this study include: 

 
 A two-stage clustering framework is proposed for calibrating link FDs at the network level. The genericity of the 

methodology enables calibration for different combinations of link FDs and road types. 
 

 The framework is big data- and network-driven which overcomes the “typical day” problem of the traditional 
calibration methods. We demonstrate that similar roadway physical attributes do not necessarily result in similar 
link FDs (yet an assumption of grouping strategies in many large-scale simulation applications). 
 

 By taking into account the variations of link FDs over multiple days and months, the proposed method is able to 
characterize the spatial distribution of links with similar FDs and to model the associated variations and 
distributions of FD parameters. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the two-stage clustering framework. Section 

3 analyzes the results and discusses the main findings. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. Methodology: a two-stage clustering framework 

Fig. 2 presents the two-stage clustering framework proposed in this study. The two parallel paths in both the first 
and second stages represent two alternative methods. Before the overall clustering procedure, data processing is 
needed and thus presented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses the two methods applied in the first stage with 
emphasis on the comparison between the centroid- and connectivity-based approaches. Section 2.3 presents and 
compares the two methods applied in the second stage. 
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and second stages represent two alternative methods. Before the overall clustering procedure, data processing is 
needed and thus presented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses the two methods applied in the first stage with 
emphasis on the comparison between the centroid- and connectivity-based approaches. Section 2.3 presents and 
compares the two methods applied in the second stage. 
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model was used, the LSM was employed instead of the WLSM since the sample selection bias was not present.  A 
prerequisite for using the WLSM is that sufficient data are at the congested regime, otherwise the calculated weights 
may be highly inaccurate. During the calibration procedure, the initial calibrated FDs for each link were expressed as 
an � � 3 matrix where � and 3 are the numbers of days and calibrated parameters respectively. Days with insufficient 
traffic data observed under the congested regime (i.e. the maximum density observed during the day does not exceed 
50 vpmpl or equivalently 31 vpkmpl) were further excluded to ensure the accuracy of the calibration results, which 
implies that � is a variable that varies across different links rather than being a constant. 

2.2. First stage: capturing the variations of link FDs over multiple days 

Link FDs are influenced by external factors (e.g. weather, work zone or traffic management) and thus do not always 
reflect the normal daily traffic dynamics (Hou et al., 2013). Under the assumption that normal traffic state can be 
observed during most days of the year, two methods are applied to refine the initial calibration results and to extract 
those that reflect normal traffic dynamics. 

2.2.1. The standard k-means algorithm combined with hierarchical clustering 
The sequences of the calibrated parameters (���, ��, �) for each link can be treated as multiple observations in the 

three-dimensional Euclidean space. By applying a clustering technique, the cluster with the largest number of 
observations can be captured, considered a reflection of the variations of link FDs under normal traffic state. As one 
of the widely used clustering methods, the standard k-means algorithm (Lloyd, 1982) was employed (see Appendix 
A). In a centroid-based approach such as k-means, different clusters are represented by their respective central vectors. 
Each object is assigned to the closest cluster center. This status is updated through an iterative procedure till the 
termination criterion (usually the maximum number of iterations) is met. Because k-means is sensitive to the initial 
chosen centroids which may result in local minima, multiple randomly generated sets of starting centroids (10 in this 
study) were used where the best one was chosen. Two issues, however, were encountered when using the k-means 
method, one being the undesirable shape of the calibrated and clustered FDs and the other being the scatter of the 
fitted free-flow speeds within the extracted cluster. 

 
The undesirable shape of the calibrated FDs results from the shape parameter α  that lies within �0,1� . By 

calculating the second-order derivative of the congested regime in Eq. (2), Eq. (6) shows that, if α is estimated smaller 
than one, the term on the right-hand side ��� � 1�  becomes negative resulting in a negative �

��
���  (note that 

�������������������
���  is positive). 

 ���
��� �

��� � ����1 � ���������
��� ��� � 1� (6) 

Hence the congested regime of FDs shows concavity rather than convexity. Also note that if α is estimated to be 
exactly one, the congested regime becomes a straight line connecting the points ��� � ��� � ����1 � ��������, ���� 
and ���, ���. Despite the selection criteria used during data processing, observations for a number of links are scattered 
closely around ��� with few in the high-density area, which results in a concave shape or straight line of the fitted 
congested regime. To address this issue, a threshold on α  (i.e. α � 1��) was used for selection of the calibrated FDs. 

 
The scatter of the fitted free-flow speeds within the extracted cluster may result from the applied clustering method 

per se. Due to the large similarity between the congested regimes, the k-means method tends to give less weight to the 
free-flow regimes (unadjusted weighting of multi-dimensional data) and hence, the calibrated FDs are clustered but 
with noticeable differences in the fitted free-flow speeds. To further improve the clustering performance, the method 
of interval selection can be incorporated. 
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Empirical evidence has shown that the dual-regime modified Greenshields traffic flow model can well represent 
freeway traffic for simulation purposes (Mahmassani et al., 2009) which was thus used in this study and 
mathematically expressed in Eq. (2), 

 �� � � ������������������������������������������������������ � �� � ���
�� � ��� � ����� � �������������� � �� � ��

 (2) 

where �� and �� are the speed and the density on link �; ��, �� and �� are the free-flow speed, the jam speed and the 
intercept speed; ��� and �� are the breakpoint density and the jam density; α is a shape parameter. A few empirical 
studies (Chung et al., 2007; Dervisoglu et al., 2009; Saberi and Mahmassani, 2013; Kontorinaki et al., 2016) have 
revealed the capacity drop phenomenon when calibrating or simulating freeway traffic flow, i.e. ������� � � �� �
��� � ����� � ���� �����. Note that the capacity here refers to the maximum observed flow rate rather than the pre-
breakdown flow rate as in Kim et al. (2010). The loss of the discharge flow is due to a pronounced increase in density. 
In this study, the link FDs were assumed to be continuous because non-consideration of the capacity drop helps 
reducing the number of the calibrated parameters and thus the size of the parameter matrix. Since the calibrated 
parameter matrices are the major inputs into the two-stage clustering framework (particularly for the multivariate 
time-series clustering), a smaller size leads to a better computational performance when dealing with big traffic data. 
It is noteworthy that non-consideration of the capacity drop remains a common problem for most existing large-scale 
network simulation applications which needs to be addressed as a future research direction. Nevertheless, the proposed 
framework as in Fig. 2 is able to consider the capacity drop (i.e. two-capacity FDs) and does not constrain itself to a 
specific type of link FD (see Section 3.1 for more details). Also with the fundamental equation of traffic flow, the 
speed-density relationship as investigated in this study can be readily transformed into either the flow-density or speed-
flow relationships. Following the assumption, ��  was replaced with �� � ��� � ����� � �������� . ��  and ��  were 
assumed 230 vpmpl (approximately 143 vpkmpl) and zero respectively rather than varying across different links. 
Hence the original Eq. (2) was transformed to Eq. (3), 

 �� � ����� � ��������������� � �� � ���
���� � ������������������ � �� � ��

 (3) 

where three parameters (���, ��, �) jointly determine the shape of the link FD. 
 
To calibrate link FDs against field data, curve fitting was performed on a daily basis for each link using the non-

linear LSM. Chiabaut and Leclercq (2011) recently proposed an advanced calibration method based on the cumulative 
vehicle count (CVC) curves to estimate both the congestion wave speed and jam density. The method requires 
successive loop detectors without on- or off-ramps to ensure vehicle conservation. This requirement can hardly be 
met in this study. Given a set of � data points and a model function, i.e. ����, ���, ���, ���, … , ���, ���� and � �
���, �� where � represents an �-dimensional vector of parameters to be calibrated, the LSM aims to minimize the 
sum of squared errors mathematically expressed in Eq. (4). 

 ��� �� ����� � ����, ����
�

���
 (4) 

Assuming that ���, ��  is continuously differentiable, the first-order optimality condition of this unconstrained 
optimization problem implies that the minimum value of �� occurs when the gradient equals zero, i.e. 

 ���
��� � ������ � ����, ���

�

���

�����, ��
��� � � (5) 

for �� � ��, ��. The obtained equation system is generally non-linear and can be solved numerically using the state-
of-the-art algorithms (Björck, 1996; Qu et al., 2015), e.g. trust region methods. Because the dual-regime traffic flow 
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model was used, the LSM was employed instead of the WLSM since the sample selection bias was not present.  A 
prerequisite for using the WLSM is that sufficient data are at the congested regime, otherwise the calculated weights 
may be highly inaccurate. During the calibration procedure, the initial calibrated FDs for each link were expressed as 
an � � 3 matrix where � and 3 are the numbers of days and calibrated parameters respectively. Days with insufficient 
traffic data observed under the congested regime (i.e. the maximum density observed during the day does not exceed 
50 vpmpl or equivalently 31 vpkmpl) were further excluded to ensure the accuracy of the calibration results, which 
implies that � is a variable that varies across different links rather than being a constant. 
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observed during most days of the year, two methods are applied to refine the initial calibration results and to extract 
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observations can be captured, considered a reflection of the variations of link FDs under normal traffic state. As one 
of the widely used clustering methods, the standard k-means algorithm (Lloyd, 1982) was employed (see Appendix 
A). In a centroid-based approach such as k-means, different clusters are represented by their respective central vectors. 
Each object is assigned to the closest cluster center. This status is updated through an iterative procedure till the 
termination criterion (usually the maximum number of iterations) is met. Because k-means is sensitive to the initial 
chosen centroids which may result in local minima, multiple randomly generated sets of starting centroids (10 in this 
study) were used where the best one was chosen. Two issues, however, were encountered when using the k-means 
method, one being the undesirable shape of the calibrated and clustered FDs and the other being the scatter of the 
fitted free-flow speeds within the extracted cluster. 

 
The undesirable shape of the calibrated FDs results from the shape parameter α  that lies within �0,1� . By 

calculating the second-order derivative of the congested regime in Eq. (2), Eq. (6) shows that, if α is estimated smaller 
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In this study, the link FDs were assumed to be continuous because non-consideration of the capacity drop helps 
reducing the number of the calibrated parameters and thus the size of the parameter matrix. Since the calibrated 
parameter matrices are the major inputs into the two-stage clustering framework (particularly for the multivariate 
time-series clustering), a smaller size leads to a better computational performance when dealing with big traffic data. 
It is noteworthy that non-consideration of the capacity drop remains a common problem for most existing large-scale 
network simulation applications which needs to be addressed as a future research direction. Nevertheless, the proposed 
framework as in Fig. 2 is able to consider the capacity drop (i.e. two-capacity FDs) and does not constrain itself to a 
specific type of link FD (see Section 3.1 for more details). Also with the fundamental equation of traffic flow, the 
speed-density relationship as investigated in this study can be readily transformed into either the flow-density or speed-
flow relationships. Following the assumption, ��  was replaced with �� � ��� � ����� � �������� . ��  and ��  were 
assumed 230 vpmpl (approximately 143 vpkmpl) and zero respectively rather than varying across different links. 
Hence the original Eq. (2) was transformed to Eq. (3), 
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where three parameters (���, ��, �) jointly determine the shape of the link FD. 
 
To calibrate link FDs against field data, curve fitting was performed on a daily basis for each link using the non-

linear LSM. Chiabaut and Leclercq (2011) recently proposed an advanced calibration method based on the cumulative 
vehicle count (CVC) curves to estimate both the congestion wave speed and jam density. The method requires 
successive loop detectors without on- or off-ramps to ensure vehicle conservation. This requirement can hardly be 
met in this study. Given a set of � data points and a model function, i.e. ����, ���, ���, ���, … , ���, ���� and � �
���, �� where � represents an �-dimensional vector of parameters to be calibrated, the LSM aims to minimize the 
sum of squared errors mathematically expressed in Eq. (4). 
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Assuming that ���, ��  is continuously differentiable, the first-order optimality condition of this unconstrained 
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for �� � ��, ��. The obtained equation system is generally non-linear and can be solved numerically using the state-
of-the-art algorithms (Björck, 1996; Qu et al., 2015), e.g. trust region methods. Because the dual-regime traffic flow 
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link FDs is the absolute difference between the fitted free-flow speeds. The initial calibrated and clustered FDs where 
the fitted free-flow speeds exhibit a large discrepancy from the majority is excluded so that the maximum absolute 
difference is maintained no greater than five. To ensure that the FD variations are well-captured over multiple days, 
links are further discarded if the number of the calibrated FDs within the extracted cluster is less than 20. 

2.2.2. A modified hierarchical clustering based on the Fréchet distance 
As shown in Section 2.2.1, the scatter of the fitted free-flow speeds within the extracted cluster may result from 

the nature of k-means. Despite close proximity of a pair of objects (i.e. small Euclidean distance), the link FDs based 
on the two sets of the calibrated parameters may still present distinct curve patterns. Consider a simple function � �
��� with two parameters ��, �� and three points �1,1�, �2,1�, and �1,2�. Though the Euclidean distances between 
�1,1� and the other two points are both one, the resulting functions with �1,1� and �2,1� are first-order polynomials 
whereas with �1,2�, it represents a quadratic curve that is distinct from the other two. Nevertheless, the k-means 
method may still consider a single cluster for these three points leading to undesirable results. 

 
Remark 3. The closeness between objects in the multi-dimensional Euclidean space does not necessarily lead to 

the similarity between curve patterns. 
 
Since two types of clustering methods need to be integrated sequentially, the resulting combination method itself 

poses some degree of encumbrance for implementation. To address this concern, we further investigate the 
applicability of connectivity-based approaches and propose a modified hierarchical clustering based on the Fréchet 
distance. When clustering link FDs using big traffic data, the connectivity-based approach performs better than the 
centroid-based one for two reasons: (a) as per Remark 3, the centroid-based approach does not guarantee the similarity 
between curve patterns, and (b) the centroid-based approach typically applies an iterative procedure that significantly 
increases the computational burden for analyzing big traffic data. 

 
The Fréchet distance, ��, is a measure of similarity between curves (Fréchet, 1906). A fundamental study on the 

computational properties of the Fréchet distance between two polygonal curves was first conducted by Alt and Godau 
(1995). Due to the computational complexity of the algorithm that involves the parametric search technique, Eiter and 
Mannila (1994) proposed a discrete variation termed the coupling distance ��� . The authors showed that the 
computational time is reduced from ���� ���� ��� to ����� where � and �  are the numbers of segments on the 
polygonal curves, and that ��� provides a good approximation to ��. A few recent studies have also been conducted 
either to improve the computational efficiency (Agarwal et al., 2014) or to consider the presence of outliers (De 
Carufel et al., 2014). 

 
We define a curve as a continuous mapping �� ��, �� → � where �, � � � and � � �. Given two curves �� ��, �� →

� and �� ���, ��� → �, the Fréchet distance is defined in Eq. (14), 

 ����, �� � ���
�,�

�������,�� � ��������, �������� (14) 

where �, �  are arbitrary non-decreasing continuous functions from �0,1�  onto ��, ��  or ���, ��� . To compute the 
Fréchet distance between arbitrary curves, the polygonal curves are typically introduced as an approximation. A 
polygonal curve is defined as ����0, �� → �  where �  is a positive integer such that for �� � �0,1, � , � � 1� , 
��� � �� � �1 � ������ � ���� � 1�. Let �  and �  be the polygonal curves and ���� � ���,� , ��� and ���� �
���, � , ���  be the sequences of the endpoints of the piecewise functions. A coupling �  between �  and � , i.e. 
�����, ����, ����, ����, � , ����, �����, is a sequence of distinct pairs from ���� � ���� such that �� � �� � 1, 
�� � �, �� � �, and for �� � �1,� ,� � 1�, ���� � �� or �� � 1 and ���� � �� or �� � 1. The length of �, denoted 
by ‖�‖, is the length of the longest link in �, i.e. ‖�‖ � ��������,�� �����, ����. Hence the discrete Fréchet distance 

between two polygonal curves � and � is defined in Eq. (15). 
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Remark 1. The fitted free-flow speeds follow a Gaussian distribution. 
 
Proof. A few studies (Donnell et al., 2009; Fazio et al., 2014) have shown that the observed free-flow speeds on 

freeways can be modeled as a Gaussian distribution, 

 ������ ��� (7) 
where � and �� are unknown parameters to be estimated. Under the assumption that the set of the daily observed free-
flow speeds ���� ��� � � ��� is a random sample of size � drawn from the population, the sample mean � can also be 
modeled as a Gaussian distribution, expressed in Eq. (8). 

 ������ �� �� � (8) 
The non-linear LSM was used for calibration and hence, the following minimization problem was solved for the free-
flow regime. 

 �����
�� ����� � ����

�

���
 (9) 

By calculating the first-order derivative of Eq. (9), 

 ���
��� � ������

�

���
� ���� (10) 

the solution to the minimization problem can be obtained by setting ������ � �, shown in Eq. (11). 

 �� � 1
����

�

���
� � (11) 

Therefore, the fitted free-flow speeds follow the same Gaussian distribution as in Eq. (8). By using the maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE), the unknown parameters in Eq. (8) can be estimated. 

 �∗ � �� (12) 

 ������∗ � 1
������ � ���

�

���
 (13) 

Based on Eqs. (12-13), a selection interval can be applied to refine the initial calibrated and clustered FDs, e.g. 
��∗ � �������∗�. 

 
Remark 2. The method of interval selection should satisfy the regularity condition that the sample size �  is 

constant rather than varying across different days. 
 
Since traffic data used in this study were not obtained from controlled experiments, we need to further filter the 

observations to satisfy Remark 2. Alternatively, the method of hierarchical clustering (see Appendix B) can be applied. 
It groups the objects into a binary hierarchical cluster tree based on a pre-defined similarity measure and cuts off the 
tree when further combinations lead to undesirable clusters for one of several reasons (see Leskovec et al. (2014) for 
more details). As a connectivity-based approach, the hierarchical clustering relates each object to its closest neighbors 
rather than using the notion of cluster center as in a centroid-based approach (e.g. k-means). In this study, the similarity 
measure used in the hierarchical clustering is the Manhattan distance. Its physical meaning in the context of clustering 
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link FDs is the absolute difference between the fitted free-flow speeds. The initial calibrated and clustered FDs where 
the fitted free-flow speeds exhibit a large discrepancy from the majority is excluded so that the maximum absolute 
difference is maintained no greater than five. To ensure that the FD variations are well-captured over multiple days, 
links are further discarded if the number of the calibrated FDs within the extracted cluster is less than 20. 
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Remark 1. The fitted free-flow speeds follow a Gaussian distribution. 
 
Proof. A few studies (Donnell et al., 2009; Fazio et al., 2014) have shown that the observed free-flow speeds on 

freeways can be modeled as a Gaussian distribution, 
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where � and �� are unknown parameters to be estimated. Under the assumption that the set of the daily observed free-
flow speeds ���� ��� � � ��� is a random sample of size � drawn from the population, the sample mean � can also be 
modeled as a Gaussian distribution, expressed in Eq. (8). 
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The non-linear LSM was used for calibration and hence, the following minimization problem was solved for the free-
flow regime. 
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By calculating the first-order derivative of Eq. (9), 
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the solution to the minimization problem can be obtained by setting ������ � �, shown in Eq. (11). 
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Therefore, the fitted free-flow speeds follow the same Gaussian distribution as in Eq. (8). By using the maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE), the unknown parameters in Eq. (8) can be estimated. 
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Based on Eqs. (12-13), a selection interval can be applied to refine the initial calibrated and clustered FDs, e.g. 
��∗ � �������∗�. 

 
Remark 2. The method of interval selection should satisfy the regularity condition that the sample size �  is 

constant rather than varying across different days. 
 
Since traffic data used in this study were not obtained from controlled experiments, we need to further filter the 

observations to satisfy Remark 2. Alternatively, the method of hierarchical clustering (see Appendix B) can be applied. 
It groups the objects into a binary hierarchical cluster tree based on a pre-defined similarity measure and cuts off the 
tree when further combinations lead to undesirable clusters for one of several reasons (see Leskovec et al. (2014) for 
more details). As a connectivity-based approach, the hierarchical clustering relates each object to its closest neighbors 
rather than using the notion of cluster center as in a centroid-based approach (e.g. k-means). In this study, the similarity 
measure used in the hierarchical clustering is the Manhattan distance. Its physical meaning in the context of clustering 
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represented by a probability density function  where  is the value of the distance metric, the Fréchet distance 
similarity factor is defined as the probability that the distance metric is not smaller than the computed value, i.e. 

  (17) 

subject to . Essentially this resembles the cumulative distribution function of the 
pairwise Fréchet distance. Note that  and  are the approximated polygonal curves of the calibrated FDs 
parameterized by the mean vectors of  and  respectively. 

 
To combine  and  into a single/composite similarity factor, a new distance metric  is further introduced 

as a linear combination/weighted average of the two original similarity factors, expressed in Eq. (18), 

  (18) 
where  and  are weightings subject to . By replacing  with  in the first step of the 
modified hierarchical clustering, a multivariate time-series clustering method is obtained. Sensitivity analysis has 
shown that  produces the best performance for this linear combination (Singhal and Seborg, 2005), 
which was thus used in this study.  

 
Remark 4. The major difference between the modified hierarchical clustering and the multivariate time-series 

clustering is the used similarity measure, i.e.  vs. . 

3. Results and discussion 

MySQL was used for big traffic data storage and processing. MATLAB was used to implement the two-stage 
clustering framework. The initial number of links was 319 which reduced to 239 after data cleaning and processing. 
After the implementation of the first stage, 44 links were further excluded resulting in a total of 195 links. These links 
were input into the second stage and the results are discussed below. 

3.1. Static approach: clusters of links with representative FDs 

With Eq. (3), 195 links were ultimately selected and calibrated, for each of which a matrix representing the 
variations of the calibrated parameters over multiple days was obtained. During the calibration procedure, the average 
values of the adjusted  and the root mean square error (RMSE) were 0.81 and 3.83 respectively. Fig. 3(a) shows 
that for the majority of links, the number of the calibrated FDs ranges from 50 to 150. By calculating the mean value 
of each calibrated parameter, a representative FD was obtained for each link, shown in Fig. 3(b). Though these 
individual calibrated FDs exhibit, as expected, significant scatter, such scatter is largely smoothed once the links are 
clustered based on the calibrated parameters. 

 
Fig. 4(a) shows the binary hierarchical tree resulting from the modified hierarchical clustering. Objects with the 

closest proximity (i.e. the link FDs with the least Fréchet distance) are connected and combined into a new object, 
represented by the multiple blue lines in the figure. Due to space limitation, only the top 20 hierarchical clusters are 
presented. To further illustrate the limitation of the k-means method, Fig. 4(b) applies the PCA technique to visualize 
the clustering results obtained from k-means in a two-dimensional Euclidean space. Despite four distinct clusters 
being identified, the points within the green- and red-colored clusters are far more scattered as compared with those 
within the other two, suggesting that the link FDs represented by these points may still exhibit noticeable shape 
differences. If the hierarchical tree is cut off where four clusters are formed (as shown by the red dash line in Fig. 
4(a)), the maximum pairwise Fréchet distance can be as large as nearly 20, which also suggests that the link FDs 
within certain clusters may not exhibit similar patterns. 
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The pseudo-code for computing ������ �� using dynamic programming can be found in Gu et al. (2016b). By 
introducing ������ ��  into the first step of the hierarchical clustering presented in Appendix B, the modified 
hierarchical clustering is obtained. Note that the average ������ �� between all pairs of objects in any two clusters is 
used rather than the nearest neighbor. To cut off the constructed binary hierarchical tree into multiple clusters, a cut-
off criterion should be determined through trial-and-error. Similar to the combination method, links are further 
discarded if the number of the calibrated FDs within the extracted cluster is less than 20. 

2.3. Second stage: clustering links with similar FDs 

To cluster links with similar FDs obtained in the first stage, the modified hierarchical clustering is first re-employed 
in the second stage as a static approach. Since the calibrated FDs for each link are mathematically expressed as an 
� � � matrix where each row represents a sequence of the calibrated parameters for a single day (an observation), the 
mean value of each calibrated parameter, i.e. the centroid of observations, is calculated upon which a representative 
link FD is built and input into the modified hierarchical clustering. Hence the static approach does not consider the 
variations of link FDs over multiple days which is well-suited for deterministic network simulations where link FDs 
are assumed constant. To further account for this variability that is not addressed by the static approach, a multivariate 
time-series clustering method (by further modifying the similarity measure used in the modified hierarchical clustering) 
is also proposed in the second stage as a dynamic approach based on Singhal and Seborg (2005). The authors 
developed a modified k-means method to analyze multivariate time-series data using the principle component analysis 
(PCA) similarity factor (Krzanowski, 1979) and the Mahalanobis distance similarity factor (Singhal and Seborg, 
2002). To apply this method in the context of multi-day FD pattern recognition, the similarity measure used in the 
modified hierarchical clustering is reformulated consisting of two similarity factors, i.e. the PCA similarity factor 
(����) and the Fréchet distance similarity factor (���). Since the parameter variations are considered, the dynamic 
approach is able to model the parameter distributions and thus well-suited for stochastic network simulations where 
link FDs are assumed varying over different days (the FD parameters vary according to the modeled distributions). 

 
PCA is a commonly used multivariate statistical technique that calculates the principal directions of variability in 

the data (Jackson, 1991), i.e. the principle components (PCs). The PCA similarity factor quantifies the similarity 
measure between two data sets based on the comparison of their PCs. The number of PCs � is usually determined 
such that � PCs are able to represent at least 95% of the total variance in the data. The geometric interpretation of the 
PCA similarity factor is that it is the sum of squares of the cosines of angles between each pair of PCs. With a 
modification on the original PCA similarity factor to further consider the amount of variance explained by each PC 
(Johannesmeyer, 1999), the mathematical expression of ���� is finalized in Eq. (14), 

 ��������� �
∑ ∑ �������� ���� �����������

∑ ����������
 (16) 

where ��� and ��� are the ��� and ��� eigenvalues of PC subspaces of data sets � and �; ��� is the angle between the 
��� and ��� PCs of � and �; � is the number of PCs. 

 
Unlike the PCA similarity factor, the introduction of the Fréchet distance similarity factor compares two data sets 

that have the same spatial orientation but are located far apart (Singhal and Seborg, 2002). Therefore it serves as a 
supplement, particularly when two data sets have similar PCs but the numerical values of the variables are fairly 
different. Different from Singhal and Seborg (2005) where the Mahalanobis distance was used and incorporated into 
the Gaussian probability density function, here the Fréchet distance similarity factor relates the Fréchet distance with 
an empirical distribution calibrated with real data. To achieve the same order of magnitude as ���� (ranging from zero 
to one), the original Fréchet distance needs to be scaled down into ���. Consider a set of pairwise Fréchet distances 
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 Breakpoint density 
(vpkmpl) 

Free-flow speed 
(kmph) 

Intercept speed 
(kmph) Capacity (vph) Alpha Number of links 

Cluster 1 18.03 92.42 156.92 1880.21 3.90 13 
Cluster 2 18.45 95.97 154.53 2079.47 3.42 46 
Cluster 3 21.85 94.10 147.74 2438.76 2.70 11 
Cluster 4 16.11 97.29 159.96 1821.04 4.13 34 
Cluster 5 21.16 79.82 138.55 1864.43 3.42 44 

 
Since the largest pairwise Fréchet distance is approximately 60, the applied cut-off criterion may be considered a 

tight threshold. One can slightly release the cut-off criterion so that more links will be included in the identified 
clusters with, however, reduced similarity. Therefore, this is essentially a trade-off between quality and quantity. By 
using the Fréchet distance as the similarity measure, the majority of links can be clustered because of the similar FD 
patterns whereas a few show significant individual features. This observation suggests that both clustering and 
classification (grouping strategies) should not be employed in a holistic manner unless links with distinct FD patterns 
are identified. 

 
When calibrated and clustered links are mapped to the real freeway network, links within each cluster do not 

necessarily exhibit the same roadway physical attributes, shown in Fig. 6. For each cluster, the number of lanes varies 
significantly suggesting little direct connection between this physical attribute and the similarity between link FDs. In 
terms of speed limit, a good relation can be observed because a uniform pattern prevails in each of the five clusters. 
Nevertheless, links with the same speed limit are still partitioned into multiple clusters probably due to the dissimilarity 
in the congested regime (starting from the breakpoint density). Further investigation may be needed to understand the 
potential factors leading to this phenomenon other than the two examined here. 

    
       (a)                                                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 6. Distributions of roadway physical attributes within each cluster: (a) number of lanes; (b) speed limit. 

To further demonstrate that the proposed framework as in Fig. 2 is able to consider the capacity drop (i.e. two-
capacity FDs) and does not constrain itself to a specific type of link FD (as argued in both Sections 1.2 and 2.1), we 
relaxed the assumption of non-consideration of the capacity drop and used a two-capacity triangular FD as in 
Dervisoglu et al. (2009) during the implementation of the static approach. The corresponding speed-density 
relationship is mathematically expressed in Eq. (19), 

 �� � � ������������������������������������ � �� � ���
��� � �� ��⁄ ����������������� � �� � ��

 (19) 

where �� and �� are the speed and the density on link �; �� is the free-flow speed; ��� and �� are the breakpoint 
density and the jam density; w is the slope of the congested regime of the flow-density relationship (negative), i.e. the 
congestion wave speed. The results are shown in Fig. 7 and Table 2. Due to the consideration of the capacity drop 
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Fig. 5(a) shows that five clusters are obtained using a predetermined cut-off criterion (the Fréchet distance valued 

at five). Since the majority of clusters (23 out of 28) contain less than 10 links (and only one for most of them), the 
calibrated FDs within these clusters may exhibit considerable dissimilarity that are better treated individually. Despite 
only five clusters containing more than 10 links, over 70% (148 out of 195) of links are included. This observation 
suggests that a large proportion of links exhibit similar FD patterns. For each of the five clusters, a representative FD 
may serve as a reasonable approximation. Fig. 5(b) shows the five representative FDs (see Fig. 8(a) for the flow-
density relationships) and Table 1 summarizes the numerical details. 

 
                                                     (a)                                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 3. Calibration results from the static approach: (a) number of links vs. number of the calibrated FDs; (b) 195 representative FDs. 

 
       (a)                                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 4. A comparison between the connectivity- and centroid-based approaches: (a) the binary hierarchical tree resulting from the modified 
hierarchical clustering; (b) four distinct clusters identified by the k-means method. 

 
  (a)                                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 5. Clustering results from the static approach without capacity drop: (a) five clusters obtained; (b) five representative FDs. 

Table 1. Calibrated parameters for each cluster without capacity drop. 
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the distribution function, 17 well-known continuous distributions including the Gaussian, Weibull, logistic, etc. were 
tested against 18,915 pairwise Fréchet distances. The MLE was used to estimate the parameters of different 
distribution functions. The likelihood function as in Kim et al. (2010) is expressed in Eq. (20), 

 � �������� ��� �1 � ������ ��
����

�

���
 (20) 

where � is the number of observations; �� � 1 if uncensored and 0 otherwise; ��∙� and ��∙� are the probability density 
function and the cumulative distribution function respectively. To select the best fitted distribution among the finite 
set of alternatives, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was used which is partially based on the likelihood 
function, defined in Eq. (21), 

 ��� � �2 �� ���� � � �� � (21) 
where ���� is the maximized value of the likelihood function; � is the number of the estimated parameters; � is the 
number of observations. 

 
By calculating the BIC value for each tested distribution function and ranking these competing functions in an 

ascending order, the one with the lowest BIC value is chosen as the best candidate. Since the Weibull distribution 
provides the best fit as shown in Fig. 9, it was used and expressed in Eq. (22) in the form of the probability density 
function (� � �). Note that the distribution applies to the pairwise Fréchet distances between the individual objects at 
the bottom of the hierarchical tree. During the construction of this hierarchical structure, the average distance metric 
between the newly-formed clusters was used rather than the farthest neighbor. As a result, the maximum value (less 
than 60 as shown in Fig. 9(a)) may decrease during the process (less than 40 as shown in Fig. 4(a)). Nevertheless, 
since the distribution pattern shown in Fig. 9 exhibits the unilateral long-tail feature (i.e. the cumulative probability 
reaches over 0.9 when the pairwise Fréchet distance is 30), we assume that the observed decrease is insignificant and 
hence, a fixed distribution function may serve as a reasonable approximation. The final similarity measure �� is 
expressed in Eq. (23). Note that the number of PCs is set three. 
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(and thus one more parameter added to the parameter matrix), the number of clusters reduces to four (128 links 
included), shown in Fig. 7(a). Though the resulting representative FDs as shown in Fig. 7(b) look similar to those in 
Fig. 5(b), considering the capacity drop results in a vertical gap between the speeds on either side of the breakpoint 
density (discontinuous FDs) (see Fig. 8(b) for the flow-density relationships). From Table 2 we can observe that the 
value of the capacity drop varies. The least occurs for Cluster 2 where the free-flow speed is the lowest. With the 
increase of the free-flow speed, the percentage of the capacity drop also rises as shown by the other three clusters, 
suggesting that a higher free-flow speed (and thus a higher speed limit) may result in a more significant capacity drop 
for freeway links. 

 
       (a)                                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 7. Clustering results from the static approach considering the capacity drop: (a) four clusters obtained; (b) four representative FDs. 

Table 2. Calibrated parameters for each cluster considering the capacity drop. 
 Breakpoint density (vpkmpl) Free-flow speed (kmph) Capacity (vph) Capacity drop (%) Number of links 

Cluster 1 23.33 95.28 2222.97 5.96 37 
Cluster 2 23.44 79.54 1864.78 2.84 34 
Cluster 3 26.75 93.51 2501.61 3.30 13 
Cluster 4 20.78 96.99 2015.49 8.86 45 

 
     (a)                                                                                           (b) 

Fig. 8. The flow-density relationship for each cluster: (a) the dual-regime FDs without capacity drop; (b) the two-capacity triangular FDs considering 
the capacity drop. 

3.2. Dynamic approach: clusters of links with distributions of the calibrated parameters 

To further account for the variations of link FDs over multiple days, the inputs into the multivariate time-series 
clustering become, for each link, a set of varying link FDs rather than the invariant one assumed in the modified 
hierarchical clustering. The assumption of non-consideration of the capacity drop was used in the dynamic approach 
for simplicity, but can be easily relaxed as shown in the static approach in Section 3.1. An empirical distribution of 
the pairwise Fréchet distance needs to be modeled prior to the construction of the binary hierarchical tree. To specify 
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Fig. 11. Distributions of the calibrated FD parameters within each cluster resulting from the dynamic approach. 

 
Fig. 12. The spatial distribution of the four clusters resulting from the dynamic approach. 

4. Conclusion 

Considering the variations in traffic behavior over multiple days and the increasing availability of big traffic data, 
a two-stage clustering framework is proposed in this study for calibrating link FDs for freeway networks. In the first 
stage, two parallel methods are presented and compared for capturing the variations of link FDs under normal traffic 
state. Due to the limitation of the k-means method, the hierarchical clustering is integrated sequentially resulting in a 
combination method. As a comparison, a connectivity-based approach is further proposed where the Fréchet distance 
similarity measure is incorporated into the hierarchical clustering. The resulting modified hierarchical clustering itself 
is able to control the dissimilarity between the fitted free-flow speeds within the extracted cluster. In the second stage, 
two parallel methods are proposed to cluster links with similar FDs, one being a static approach where link FDs are 
assumed invariant over multiple days and the other being a dynamic approach where a probabilistic link FD is derived 
for each cluster. 
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Fig. 9. The Weibull distribution of the pairwise Fréchet distance: (a) the probability density function; (b) the cumulative distribution function; (c) 
errors in the cumulative probability. 

Similar to the static approach, the binary hierarchical tree resulting from the dynamic approach is shown in Fig. 
10(a). Four clusters are obtained using a pre-determined cut-off criterion (  valued at 0.08), shown in Fig. 10(b). A 
large proportion of links (nearly 70%) are included suggesting that the majority of links have similar FD variations 
whereas a few exhibit greatly differed variations. For each cluster, since the variations of link FDs are similar, the 
calibrated parameter matrix of each included link was combined resulting in a composite parameter matrix. This larger 
matrix is essentially a mixture that represents the similar FD variations of various links over different days, based on 
which the MLE in conjunction with the BIC was re-employed to model the parameter distributions. Fig. 11 shows that 
among all the tested distributions, the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution, the lognormal distribution, and 
the gamma distribution can accurately reproduce for each cluster the distribution patterns of , , and  
respectively. Since the distribution of each FD parameter can be captured for each cluster by a distribution function 
with a specific set of parameters, a probabilistic link FD can be derived for each cluster where the FD parameters vary 
on a daily basis according to the modeled distribution. From a modeling perspective, the probabilistic link FD can be 
seen as a dynamic representation of the static link FD where the variations in traffic behavior are considered and 
captured (Muralidharan et al., 2011).  

 
Fig. 12 shows the spatial distribution of the four clusters resulting from the dynamic approach. Links that do not 

experience much congestion are excluded. We can approximately represent these links with only the free-flow regime 
instead of calibrating a biased congested part of the FD. Nevertheless, the current framework is not able to distinguish 
between links represented with only the free-flow regime and with a complete FD. Eliminating this limitation is a 
direction for future research. A closer look at Fig. 12 reveals that links with similar FDs do exhibit some spatial 
correlations. Despite a few exceptions, links tend to locate in the same area provided that the calibrated FDs exhibit 
similar patterns. Though the speed limit may partially contribute to this observation as suggested by Fig. 6(b), further 
investigation into the land use pattern as well as the local driving environment may help better understand the causes. 

 
The results from the dynamic approach may be scenario-based, i.e. dependent on the applied cut-off criterion. 

Hence a few more cut-off criteria were further investigated ranging from 0.1, 0.15 to 0.2. Results from the sensitivity 
analysis have shown that when the cut-off criterion is set no greater than 0.15, the number of the identified clusters 
remains unchanged (i.e. four). The GEV, lognormal, and gamma distributions can consistently represent the variations 
of the calibrated FD parameters. When the threshold is raised to 0.2, however, the performance of the dynamic 
approach drops significantly resulting in only three clusters with much greater dissimilarity. No distribution function 
is able to consistently model the variations of each calibrated FD parameter across all the clusters. Therefore, this 
value may serve as an upper bound for achieving a good performance of the dynamic approach. 

 
(a)                                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 10. Clustering results from the dynamic approach: (a) the binary hierarchical tree resulting from the multivariate time-series clustering; (b) 
four clusters obtained. 
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The proposed framework is applied to the Melbourne freeway network using one-year worth of one-minute 
aggregated data. Results have shown that links with similar FDs can be accurately identified and clustered. An 
important observation is that the majority of links exhibit similar FD patterns whereas a few show significant 
individual features. As a result, both clustering and classification (grouping strategies) should not be employed in a 
holistic manner unless links with distinct FD patterns are identified. The proposed framework is generic and can be 
applied regardless of the selected link FD shape and road type. Given any mathematical expression of the link FD and 
the required traffic data for calibration, the FD parameters can be obtained and input into the clustering procedure 
resulting in multiple clusters of links with similar FDs. Nevertheless, the results presented here are based on a specific 
freeway network and further investigation may be needed looking at different road networks. Note that in this study, 
each link is considered independent when calibrated. An interesting study by Muralidharan et al. (2011) assumed a 
joint distribution of FD parameters for a freeway stretch. Applying and extending this type of spatial correlation to 
the network level is difficult and remains an open question for future research. Also note that link FDs are assumed 
deterministic rather than stochastic, i.e. a one-to-one mapping relates density to speed (single-valuedness). As another 
direction for future research, the current framework may be further extended by assuming a one-to-many relationship 
(multi-valuedness) through a random term added to the deterministic FD (Wang et al., 2013). 
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aggregated data. Results have shown that links with similar FDs can be accurately identified and clustered. An 
important observation is that the majority of links exhibit similar FD patterns whereas a few show significant 
individual features. As a result, both clustering and classification (grouping strategies) should not be employed in a 
holistic manner unless links with distinct FD patterns are identified. The proposed framework is generic and can be 
applied regardless of the selected link FD shape and road type. Given any mathematical expression of the link FD and 
the required traffic data for calibration, the FD parameters can be obtained and input into the clustering procedure 
resulting in multiple clusters of links with similar FDs. Nevertheless, the results presented here are based on a specific 
freeway network and further investigation may be needed looking at different road networks. Note that in this study, 
each link is considered independent when calibrated. An interesting study by Muralidharan et al. (2011) assumed a 
joint distribution of FD parameters for a freeway stretch. Applying and extending this type of spatial correlation to 
the network level is difficult and remains an open question for future research. Also note that link FDs are assumed 
deterministic rather than stochastic, i.e. a one-to-one mapping relates density to speed (single-valuedness). As another 
direction for future research, the current framework may be further extended by assuming a one-to-many relationship 
(multi-valuedness) through a random term added to the deterministic FD (Wang et al., 2013). 
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where �� is the number of observations in the cluster ��. 
Step 4. If ��∗ � ����� � ���� � � ��  or a predetermined maximum number of iterations is reached, terminate the 
algorithm; otherwise, go to Step 2. 

Appendix B. Hierarchical clustering 

Step 1. Compute the similarity measure between each pair of objects. 
Step 2. The pair of objects in closest proximity is set as a newly formed binary cluster (i.e. a new object in place of 
the original pair). 
Step 3. Repeat Step 1 and 2 until a hierarchical tree is formed. 
Step 4. Determine where to cut off the hierarchical tree into clusters (i.e. assign all the objects below each cut to the 
corresponding cluster). 
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